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Teaching Strategies

Recognizing numbers to 10

Steps 1 and 2 focus on the recognition of the numbers 0 to 10.
There are 4 ways to recognise a number:

It is important that your student recognizes the number 7 in each of the forms.
E.g. the student can recognize 7 objects, the student can write “7”, say “seven” and read the
word “seven”. The student needs to be able to complete any of these activities given a number
in any of the different forms.
N.B. Writing the word “seven” is a more challenging task so this may not be achieved until
later, especially if your student’s fine motor skills (writing skills) are still developing.
Ten Frames
Ten frames assist your student to subitize (recognize instantly without counting) the numbers
to 10. A ten frame is a grid 5×2 with counters placed on it showing the numbers to 10.
There are two established ways of placing the counters on a ten frame:

 in pairs (red dots) - introduced first
 in rows (purple dots) - introduced second
Subitizing, recognizing a number without counting, is essential for a student’s
understanding of number.
The different layouts of the numbers show different aspects of the same number. For instance
the pairs layout shows 7 is odd, one more than 6, 3 less than 10 etc; the rows layout shows 7
as 2 more than 5, 3 less than ten, 4 and 3 more etc. By showing different arrangements of the
same number, a student becomes more flexible in thinking about numbers. This will help with
problem solving skills which are necessary for competency with mathematics.
Activities to help your student subitize numbers:
 Say the number “seven” and have your student show it on a blank ten frame with

counters.
 Flash the card and have your student show it on a blank ten frame with counters and

then say the number.
 Flash the card and have your student call out the number and write the number

shown.
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Recognizing numbers to 10

Initially focus on the pairs layout only.
The pairs layout follows this pattern

Step 1—recognition of numbers 1-5 use the flash cards and place counters on a ten frame to
make the numbers. When confident, have your student write the numbers and draw the
counters on the blank ten frames.

practise writing and forming the numbers

more practise of number recognition

practise at writing the word “seven” as well as number recognition

Step 2—recognition of numbers 1-7 include 0

Step 3—recognition of numbers 0-10

Step 4—numbers one more than and one less than using ten frames

Step 5—odd and even numbers identified, revise all numbers 0-10

Then once well established focus on the rows layout.

The rows layout follows this pattern


